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Budgetary and Resource Allocation Effects of Revenue Assurance
Abstract
The efficiency of redistribution and the level of government costs of revenue assurance are compared with
current farm programs. The results suggest that a revenue assurance program using a fixed base acreage and
actual or county average yields to ensure whole farm revenues could provide a significant improvement over
existing policies. Revenue assurance would affect producer welfare somewhat, but would significantly reduce
government expenditures.
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)     
1Assurance is used to denote an insurance program where no premium is required.  It is this type of
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,CGCSpec  B1Max[0, ¯R1  ˜R1]  (LB1)Max[0, ¯R2  ˜R2]









































































































































































































































































































































































































cyc,t  bc,0  bc,1USYc,t  uc,t, ,4-
cys,t  bs,0  bs,1USYs,t  us,t, ,5-
USYc,t  dc,0  dc,1t  c,t, ,6-






















































































































































     
3In other words, we assume that the averaging effect as we go from individual yields to county yields
is the same as from county yields to national yields.  Given that we do not know what area the insurer
would actually use for area based yields this halfway point seems reasonable.
n(DPc,t)  fc,0  fc,1t  fc,2Dt  fc,3Ln(Qc,t)  c,t, ,##-

































































































































































































Variable fyc,94 fys,94 cyc,94 cys,94  Pc,94  Ps,94
Mean
fyc,94 131.07 Bu  570.5  37.66  394.0  26.36 - 1.17 - 5.73
fys,94  44.04 Bu   ---  37.34  37.45  15.38 - 0.15 - 1.68
cyc,94 131.07 Bu ---   ---  392.3  26.55 - 1.15 - 5.79
cys,94  44.04 Bu   ---   ---   ---  15.74 - 0.15 - 1.68
Pc,94 $2.21 ---   ---   ---   ---   0.12  0.031






















































































































































































 costc)A 3F (1)  (PV   fyV   KV 
fyF  KF  costc) A
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 BFMax[¯RF  PF  Y
3



















 Max[BF (RF  Ps Y
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4For details on how CERs were calculated see appendix 2.
Policy RAC As Ac CERa E[Y]b E[C]c
Present 0.00001 167 311 76,461 78,369 25,141
Situation 0.00006 239 244 70,668 76,924    15,728
Free Market 0.00001 250 250 62,490 64,127      0










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































     















































































































































































































Policy RAC Ac CER   E[Y]    E[C] Assurance Floor
  Corn   Soya
100% 0.00001 250 74,813  75,349 11,178 $289.6/Ac
$270.2/Ac
Crop 
Specific 0.00006 250 70,038  72,955  8,768 $302.4/Ac
$253.3/Ac
 Total
100% 0.00001 250 73,247  73,767   9,498 $141,547
Portfolio 0.00006 250 67,378  70,407   6,188 $139,460
   Corn     Soya
80% 0.00001 250 65,001   66,225  2,024  $231.7/Ac  $216.2/Ac
Crop
Specific 0.00006 250 59,584   65,884  1,679  $241.9/Ac  $202.6/Ac
  Total
80% 0.00001 250 63,618  65,009     850 $113,238



























































































































































































































































































Policy RAC Ac CER  E[Y] E[C] Assurance Floor
  Corn  Soybean
100% 0.00001 250 73,666  74,428 10,236 $289.6/Ac
$270.2/Ac
Crop 
Specific 0.00006 250 66,550  71,117  6,965 $302.4/Ac
$253.3/Ac
  Total
100% 0.00001 250 70,858  71,685  7,522 $141,547
Portfolio 0.00006 250 64,797  69,255  5,133 $139,460
  Corn  Soybean
80% 0.00001 250 64,258  65,621  1,400 $231.7/Ac
$216.2/Ac
Crop
Specific 0.00006 250 57,650  65,109    919 $241.9/Ac
$202.6/Ac
  Total
80% 0.00001 250 62,717  64,318     91 $113,238












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































, R   0.6479,
(0.4908) (5.254)   177.67
cy
V  W




, R   0.5617,
(1.711) (4.384)   8.028
USY
F  W




, R   0.3413,
(31.27) (2.788)   158.27
USY
s,t  29.488  0.31838t  s,t, R
2  0.2536,
(41.37) (2.258) 2  8.1133
Ln(DP
c,t
)  4.28  0.033t  0.22Dt  0.35Ln(Qc,t)  c,t, R
20.78,
(2.24) ( 1.72) ( 1.37) ( 1.61) 2  0.0229
Ln(DP
s,t
)  10.83  0.024t  0.231Dt  1.162Ln(Qc,t)  c,t, R
20.9243,
























(1  Exp[	Y(R)]) f(R)dR  1  Exp[	CER] 1
) CER  LN(1  E[U]
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